Northern Boundary & Transboundary Rivers Restoration and Enhancement Fund
Results from: Taku River Fish Wheel Build and Repair
Introduction:
The Taku River is a transboundary river which originates in northern British Columbia and flows
southwest through the Coastal Mountain Range and Southeast Alaska to the Pacific Ocean (Figure 1).
The Taku River supports numerous stocks of salmon that are harvested by Canadian and U.S. gillnet
fisheries. The Canadian fishery, which occurs inriver, targets Taku River chinook, sockeye and coho
salmon and incidentally harvests chinook salmon. The U.S. drift gillnet fishery which occurs in Taku Inlet
primarily targets Taku River sockeye salmon stocks as well as summer chum salmon from local Alaskan
enhancement programs during the summer months and mixed stocks of coho in fall.
Inseason estimates of the spawning escapement of Taku River chinook and sockeye (Oncorhynchus
nerka) are needed to fulfill the escapement goal and international harvest sharing requirements for
stocks specified by the U.S./Canada Pacific Salmon Treaty. The Taku River mark-recapture project has
been conducted annually since 1984 (Clark et al. 1986; McGregor and Clark 1987, 1988, 1989; McGregor
et al. 1991; Kelley and Milligan 1999; Andel and Boyce 2014) as a joint U.S./Canada program involving
the Alaska Department of Fish and Game (ADF&G) and the Department of Fisheries and Oceans Canada
(DFO) to provide weekly estimates of the Taku River salmon escapement past Canyon Island, Alaska
(Figure 1).
Two fish wheels located at Canyon Island, 9 miles from the river mouth, have been used as the primary
capture gear for tagging sockeye, chinook, and coho salmon. Tagging data coupled with ratios of tagged
to untagged fish in the Canadian fisheries upstream have been used to develop weekly escapement
estimates inseason and finalized post-season estimates, to fulfill the treaty requirements of abundancebased management.
Approximately every 3 years, the fish wheels must undergo a complete repair and rebuild due to
damage from flooding, debris outflow, and typical wear and tear. As the mechanical “soundness” and
balance of the wheel deteriorate, wheel CPUE (catch/unit effort) decreases. The focus of this work is to
completely replace old and damaged aluminum parts (ribs, uprights, channels, end caps, axle nubs) and
wood parts (paddles, braces, and slides) (Figure 2). The rebuild does not focus on the steel axles or
pontoon replacement. With each subsequent rebuild small/minor modifications are made to increase
strength and durability thereby increasing fishing time.
In addition to refurbishing and repairing the older wheels, a new fish wheel design was proposed that
would use a vertically movable axle to increase/decrease fishing depth of the wheel basket. The
movable axle also allows the wheel baskets to accommodate for sudden changes in river depth and
velocity that would typically reduce fish wheel CPUE or require wheel stoppage time for paddle
changes/removal. In addition, the new wheel design allows quick conversion to either a 2 or 3 basket
wheel.

In theory, these modifications would provide more consistent rotations per minute (RPM) during varying
water levels and velocity for longer periods of time. Fishing longer in the “zone” should significantly
increase catches.
Objectives:
This proposal was focused on two specific objectives:
1) Refurbishing, repairing, and rebuilding the current two fish wheels;
2) Design, build, and install a third new fish wheel with a convertible 2 or 3-basket design and
vertically movable axle.

Methods:
The rebuild, refurbish, and repair of the two current fish wheels, and the design and creation of the third
new wheel were contracted out to Simpco welding with our input. The complete rebuild on the two
current wheels began on [October, 2013] and was complete by May of 2014 (both repaired wheels were
used for the entire 2014 field season) and the new wheel was completed on September of 2014.
The two older wheels were rebuilt to the traditional specifications with minor modifications. The new
wheel design had significant improvements over the old design:
1) Have a base axle that could raise/lower the wheel baskets deeper/ shallower into the river
water.
2) Ability to convert to 2 or 3 basket wheel within the same day.
3) Addition of an outboard mount to allow more flexibility in moving the fish wheel to different
river locations (both for flood protection and sampling).
4) Improved slide system and lockable fish boxes.
5) Non-slip top surface spray (pontoons) to prevent slipping while crew is sampling and working on
the wheel .
Results:
Simpco welding finished repairing and refurbishing the two older wheels prior to the 2014 season. Both
wheels were used the entire season with no issues.
Simpco welding began work on the new wheel in the spring of 2014 and was complete by midsummer
2014. The wheel parts were flown and barged out to Canyon Island, Taku River, and the wheel was then
assembled onsite over the next 2 months. Pontoon mobility was tested prior to wheel installation. A
90HP Yamaha was able to move the pontoons, without a load, upriver and downriver. Once the fish
wheel was complete and installed above the pontoons, mobility was again tested. With the use of a 16ft
pilot boat and the installed 90HP, the fish wheel was easily movable under good river conditions. The

wheels mobility has two key benefits: key benefit for both sampling and safety from debris shaken loose
by annual floods.
Once the proper balance was achieved between the baskets, arms, and axle, fish baskets were attached.
The new wheel began fishing on September 7th.
During a two day testing period during September, in which all 3 wheels fished the canyon, the new fish
wheel caught significantly more fish than the two older wheels combined. During this period, FW 1 and
2 caught a total of 7 sockeye, 46 coho, and 4 chum. FW3 caught 17 sockeye, 88 coho, and 30 chum.
Total fish caught was 57 (FW 1 and 2) vs. 135 (FW3).
On September 10th, FW2 broke an axle (not part of the refurbishing) and FW3 (new wheel) was placed
into immediate service as the replacement. All wheels were removed from the river in early October.
There were two delays in implementing this project that were flood/ice related. We were unable to
meet the first timeline due to the inability of the barge to deliver the wheel parts, and the second
timeline because of the flood season.
Discussion:
The two reconstructed fish wheels performed exactly as expected. Fish catches in the refurbished fish
wheels were above average for sockeye in a below-average escapement year. Both wheels survived the
season in excellent condition until both older wheels suffered late season axle breaks (Note: the steel
axle was not part of the refurbishing/rebuilding process). We anticipate the life span of the current
refurbished wheels will be three more seasons.
Once the new wheel was installed inriver in September, it easily outfished both older wheels combined.
Although the testing was for a short 2 days, we felt the fish catches, compared to the older wheels, were
indicative of what could be expected for a full season. The movable axle performed as designed, and
allowed more control over the RPM of the wheel.
After initial testing of the new wheel in the canyon, and putting it into service immediately thereafter,
efforts were focused towards finding downriver locations that would be suitable for fish wheel sampling
for 2015. Two locations near Yehring creek were determined test worthy. Anchor cables for the new
fish wheel were drilled into rocks at these locations in late 2014.
Towards the end of the 2014 field season, trailers were custom modified to ease removal of all three
fish wheels from the river to the river bank for winter storage. The trailers reduce winter damage due to
ice moving and heavy snowfall, and also allow for same day spring deployment.
In total, a very successful project from which we expect to significantly increase our salmon catches in
the future. Two initial goals for the 2015 season have been set: Installing the fish wheel downriver near
Yehring creek, and testing the wheel in both its 3 basket and 2 basket configurations.

Financials.
Please see attached itemized accounting of spending.
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Appendix

Figure 1. Taku River drainage, with location of tagging sites.

